REGIONAL PREVENTION PARTNERSHIPS

SUSTAINABILITY: EMBEDDING PREVENTION STRATEGIES IN VERMONT COMMUNITIES

January 10, 2018
Today’s Goal is to identify the varied opportunities and approaches to sustaining effective prevention efforts in Vermont.
Introduction and Welcome

Overview of Sustainability Plan Requirements

Review of Agenda and Structure of the Day
DEFINITIONS OF SUSTAINABILITY

GENERAL DEFINITION: the process of ensuring an adaptive and effective system that achieves and maintains desired long-term results.

IN SUBSTANCE MISUSE PREVENTION: the process involves developing systems that promote and support the delivery of effective prevention strategies in order to prevent and reduce substance use disorders among populations.

Sustainability is about maintaining positive outcomes in these populations.
NETWORKING ACTIVITIES

ICE BREAKER

NOTECARD GAME
Instructions:
Fold an index card in half and then in half again.
Label each section 1 through 8.
Write the answer to the following questions on the corresponding numbered space.
Number 1 is: What is your favorite ice cream?
Number 2 is: Are you right, left or both handed?
Number 3 is: Rate your cooking skills: great, good, fair, poor or good eater
Number 4 is: Have a pet: dog, cat, other, or none
Number 5 is: Where would you most like to travel to?
Number 6 is: Car: What kind of car (brand and model) do you drive? ex ford escape
Number 7 is: Favorite music type, pick only one
Number 8 is: What clubs or sports did you participate in at High School?
NETWORKING ACTIVITIES

WARM UP-FUN ACTIVITY

Over-the-Shoulder Relay
STRUCTURED NETWORKING

Six Table Topic

Choose 3 to participate in for 10 minute each

Read description aloud at tables as a review of the example

Record challenges, opportunities and/or solutions
### TABLE TOPICS

1. Adapting to a change in leadership with an existing community partner
2. “Painting the picture” of vaping and other emerging substances
3. Engaging School Staff in RPP strategies
4. Communication strategies around lack of perceived risk and harm when and if substances are legal.
5. Partnering with local health care providers (and pharmacies)
6. Engaging Law Enforcement in RPP Strategies
Sharing of Successful Sustainability Strategies

Presenters:

Melanie Sheehan-Director
Mount Ascutney Prevention Partnership

Cindy Hayford, Director
Deerfield Valley Community Partnership

Maryann Morris, Executive Director
The Collaborative

Cheryl Chandler
Regional Prevention Partnership Coordinator
Northeastern Vermont Regional Hospital
VERMONT
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES

Share
Charge
Ask
Earn
SHARE:
Asset Sharing
In-kind Contribution
Leverage Shared Positions
CHARGE:
Fee for Service
Fine or Penalty with Revenue to Prevention
Line Item in Government Budget
Line Item in Another Non-Profit Budget
Membership Dues
Acquire Tax Revenue
ASK:
Grants
Fundraisers
Individual Donors
United Way/Payroll Giving
Endowed Funds/Planned Giving
EARN

For profit Business

Business Planning

Partial Ownership of For-profit Enterprises-B Corp
Please take a moment to complete the morning portion of the evaluation include in your packet.

Lunch 12noon to 1pm
Atrium Dining Room
6 STEP SUSTAINABILITY PLANNING PROCESS

1. Identify what must be sustained & inventory current resources
2. Identify future resource needs
3. Create case statements
4. Select funding strategies
5. Identify potential sources and donors
6. Action plan for contacts and requests

*Based on the CADCA Sustainability Model
CASE STATEMENT DEVELOPMENT AS A SUSTAINABILITY PLANNING TOOL

A written answer to key questions held by potential supporters

• Why is the Partnership needed?

• How will the it make a difference?

• Who is involved and supporting?

• Is the Partnership cost effective?
Creating a Case Statement by RPP Community

1) Prepare a sample case statement for one prevention strategy for sustainability using case statement worksheet.

2) Create a script for asking for resources.
SUCCESS STORIES

https://nccd.cdc.gov/NCCDSuccessStories/default.aspx
CLOSING AND EVALUATION